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Meet Piggy Handsome!

Just look at that hair!

This guinea pig has so much charm, and such flair.

And yet, he’s not FAMOUS!

How it hurts! How it hounds him,

when portraits of famous old Handsomes surround him.

But here’s a new plan, there’s no way he can lose:

he’ll save someone’s life, so he gets on the news!

Will Handsome FINALLY revel in glory?

Let’s see! Turn the page! And on with the story!

For two handsome little fellas,  

Noah and Gus. xx
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Rooflessness!  

or How to definitely not be a hero

At the top of a very tall building, in the centre of 

a blustery little town called Gibblesby-on-Sea, 

a pompous, puffed-up guinea pig named Piggy 

Handsome was about to push his best friend off 

a roof.
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go through the plan again.

‘One: I push you off the roof.

‘Two: With ABSOLUTELY no flapping of your 

wings, you plummet towards the ground.

‘Three: I heroically dive off the roof after you, 

scoop you into my paws, activate my parachute, 

and lower you safely to the ground. Meanwhile, 

all those humans over there –’

Handsome gestured dramatically towards a 

large crowd that was gathered far below, in front 

of the building next door.

‘– they’ll turn around and gasp! And they’ll 

Again.

It’s not quite as bad as it sounds. Nearly . . . but 

not quite.

‘What did I JUST say, Jeffry?’ Handsome 

demanded, his perfectly coiffed quiff billowing in 

the breeze.

The little blue budgie rolled his eyes, tucked 

his wings in place, and sighed.

‘You said: “no f lapping”.’

‘Actually,’ Handsome shrieked, ‘I said: 

“ABSOLUTELY no f lapping”, Jeffry. And you 

f lapped! You must not f lap. It’s very important. Let’s 
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something or other. Pottery, gymnastics, magic 

tricks, archery . . . well, the list went on and on.

Yet Piggy Handsome himself had never had 

his name in the papers, or on telly, or even on the 

internet. Not once. And so getting famous was the 

only thing Piggy Handsome really cared about. 

Well, that and his friend Jeff – though you’d have 

had a job getting Handsome to admit it.

Anyway, back to the plan.

Handsome had picked the perfect spot on 

Padlock Road  – an already gathered crowd, 

waiting restlessly for something or other to happen 

say, “Ooh, look! That amazingly brave and 

handsome guinea pig just saved a tiny, weedy little 

bird’s life!” And they’ll take photos of me on their 

phone-thingies and send them to the Internetist, 

and they’ll ring up Gibblesby TV News. And then, 

FINALLY, everyone in the world will know who 

I am!’

Yes. You see, Jeff ‘falling off a roof ’, and then 

Piggy Handsome ‘saving his life’, was all part of 

Handsome’s latest plan to get famous. Every one 

of Handsome’s ancestors (and there were eighteen 

generations before him) had been famous for 
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Piggy Handsome’s middle. It was attached to a 

paper carrier bag, which had a hole in it.

‘It’s a perfectly good homemade parachute, as 

well you know!’ Handsome replied, batting Jeff ’s 

beak away. ‘You even saw me testing it at home.’

‘What I saw you do was jump off an upturned 

toilet roll and land on a soft rug without hurting 

yourself and—’

‘Twice!’ Handsome interrupted.

‘And,’ Jeff pushed on, ‘an upturned toilet roll 

and a soft rug ain’t quite the same thing as a five-

storey building and a concrete pavement.’

next door, was just what he needed. Handsome 

was getting impatient, but Jeff was looking quiet 

and . . . thoughtful.

‘The trouble is, Handsome,’ Jeff said after a 

moment, ‘I think your plan is f lawed.’

‘How dare you!’ Piggy Handsome blustered, his 

ginger fur bristling. He wasn’t really one for being 

told his ideas were anything less than fabulous.

‘For a start,’ Jeff continued, ‘when you say 

“parachute”, do you mean this thing?’

Jeff tweaked with his beak, picking at the 

elastic band that was awkwardly fastened around 
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‘Tweeeeeeeeeeet!’

Jeff tumbled over the edge. He plummeted, 

as instructed, for precisely half a second, and 

then . . .

‘Sorry, Handsome.’ Jeff shook his head as 

‘I can’t see it’s all that different,’ Piggy 

Handsome argued, stretching his elastic band. 

‘And anyway, the point is, this would be a perfectly 

good plan if you just STOPPED FLAPPING! Let’s 

try again. Ready?’

‘Fine,’ Jeff tutted.

Jeff took his place on the edge of the roof, 

looking out towards the docks and the glittering 

sea beyond.

Handsome took two steps back, then crept 

towards Jeff. He paused and . . . pushed.

‘HUFFT!’
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as he marched back and forth along the ledge, his 

fists clenched in furious little balls.

‘I think you’re doing it deliberately! You don’t 

even want me to get famous, do you? After all the 

things I’ve done for you! Don’t forget I actually 

did save your life once. You’re just not trying hard 

enough, Jeffry . . .’

That was when it happened.

Piggy Handsome tripped on a snail that was 

happily squelching its way along the ledge.

(Quite what a snail was doing on top of a five-

storey building, I don’t know – but snails do crazy 

he landed neatly back on the ledge and tucked his 

wings away once more.

Piggy Handsome looked ready to erupt.

Madder than a poked eye.

‘I told you to STOP FLAPPING!’ he yelled.

‘I can’t!’ Jeff protested. ‘It’s budgie instinct. 

Whenever there’s air between my claws and a solid 

surface, my wings f lap. They do it by themselves! 

They simply won’t let me fall. You can’t fight 

instinct, Handsome. It’s a law of nature.’

‘You and your instinct  . . . and your silly  . . . 

f luffy . . . WINGCOMPOOPS!’ Handsome ranted 
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the ground. He’d just managed to grab a piece 

of elastic in his beak, when it snapped. Piggy 

Handsome squealed as he disappeared into the 

leafy branches of a horse chestnut tree and . . .

‘HPPT!’

bounced

FLOMP!

all the way

‘EEP!’

to the

DUFFT!

ground.

things when they’ve had one too many dandelions.)

Anyway, tripping when you’re on the roof 

of a high building is never a good idea. As you’d 

expect, Piggy Handsome went right over the edge, 

legs akimbo and everything.

‘EEEEP!’

‘Handsome!’ Jeff gasped.

As he fell, Piggy Handsome tugged hard on 

his elastic-band-carrier-bag-parachute – but the 

bag bit refused to open, and instead just plastered 

itself to his ear.

Jeff swooped as his friend plummeted towards 
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Cages.

Blink blink.

Cages.

Blink blink blink.

Rows and rows of cages!

They were filled with all manner of sad-

looking creatures, wearing bandages and plasters.

‘Good grief!’ Handsome managed weakly. 

‘Where am I? Is this . . . PRISON? Get me out! I 

can’t be sent to prison! Help! Help! Heluuuurrrr . . .’

As it happened, it was not a prison at all.

It was, in fact, an animal hospital  – and 

*

‘Handsome? Oh, Handsome! Are you all right, pal?’

Piggy Handsome’s eyes slowly opened.

‘EEEEEEPPPP!’ he screamed, when he saw 

Jeff ’s eyeball two millimetres away from his own. 

Jeff hopped back a step.

Bewildered, Handsome looked around sleepily.

Blink.

Jeffry’s beaky blue face.

Blink.

Bright lights.

Blink.
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2
Scoundrelous!  

or A terrible rumour turns out to be true

Talking of prisons, there was an important reason 

why such a large crowd of humans had gathered 

on Padlock Road that morning.

The building they were standing in front of, 

as sad and blank as a broken old telly, really was 

Jeff was about to explain as much to his friend, 

but Piggy Handsome’s eyes had already closed 

once more.
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